**Problem:** - “Launch the water rocket from the rear”

**Remedy:** Get the launch cord and thread the cord and launch pin through rings.

Make the cord higher by adding more rings.

The cord is pulled from the behind the launcher due to the cord going through the split rings which are anchored down with a tent peg a little ahead of the launcher.

The picture shows only two rings connected together but this may well turn out to be too little and may need to be made longer in length so that when you pull, it is level with the pin in the launcher so the pin is not bent.
Get the rings and put them together then get the launch cord and launch pin.

Put the launch pin through the ring one leg at a time.

Slide the rings down one leg as in the picture on the left.

Continue to move the launch pin through the ring.

Slide the rings down over the other leg until it comes off the other end of the launch pin and the launch cord goes through one of the rings.